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Kregel Publications,U.S. Paperback / softback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Tunnel of Gold,
Susan K Marlow, When Jem Coulter is caught in a miners' riot, he learns the worst: the Midas mine is
no longer producing the gold the town relies on to stay alive. Will, the son of the mine's owner, tells
Jem the only way to get the Midas working again is to blast deep into the ground. This means a
nearby abandoned mine must be reclaimed for an air shaft.But Jem discovers that Chinese miners,
including his friend Wu Shen, are working those old scavenger diggings. Even the arrival of James
Carter, co-owner of the Midas, and the his son Chad can't convince the Chinese to give up their
claim.When Jem's father, farmer-turned-sheriff of Goldtown, is ordered to evict the Chinese from
their mine or lose his job, Jem is caught in the middle. Then Will comes up with a solution. If Jem
goes along with it, Pa can keep his job and the Midas will get its air shaft. What Jem doesn't realize is
that Will's risky plan may lead to disaster deep in the heart of the old mine.An exciting follow-up to
Badge of Honor...
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Thorough guideline! Its this kind of excellent read. This is certainly for all those who statte there was not a well worth reading. Your way of life period will
probably be transform once you complete reading this book.
-- Mr s. Alia  B or er-- Mr s. Alia  B or er

Certainly, this is actually the greatest job by any publisher. It is really simplistic but shocks within the 50 % of the pdf. I am just happy to tell you that this is
the very best ebook i have read in my own lifestyle and may be he greatest ebook for actually.
-- Ma r g e Ja cobson MD-- Ma r g e Ja cobson MD
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